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Who am I ? Well just another infosec passionate 
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A bit of context 

The infosec field has quite evolved during the last decade, especially around tool crafting 

Some old sweet dreams now 
come true 

 Scan the entire IPv4 space 
in few minutes/hours/days 

 Query all OSINT 
information you want 

 Pwn large Windows 
corporate infrastructures 

 Fuzz anything you want 

 Storing entire earth’s hashes 
and passwords 

 … 

Coding became social 

 Infosec people enhanced 
their coding skill 

 Infosec people now with the 
will to write good and 
practical tools  

 Some exhibitions devoted to 
the tool crafting art (Black 
Hat Arsenal) 

  More security folks are 

writing more and more 
good quality and reliable 
tools 

 

 

More tools allowing attack AND 
defense 

 More recognition for the Blue 
side 

 Moving from the "breaking" 
era, to the "securing and 
building" era 

 Finally taking advantage of data 
visualization (graphs etc.) 
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A bit of context 

But in the same time we still rely on some old school core tools 
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The questions giving birth to this study 

In this myriad of newly-created tools during that decade 

› How are these new tools built ? 

› Where are they hosted? 

› How long are they maintained ? 

› Are they really better made than the old ones ? 

All in all, how did it evolve ? 
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Study scope and limitations 

What did I do ? 

 Analyze metadata from 4 major publication sources of infosec tools 

Packetstorm  

https://www.packetstormsec
urity.com/files/tags/tool 

Toolswatch 

http://www.toolswatch.org 

Kitploit 

https://www.kitploit.com 

 

n0where 

https://n0where.net 

Manual crawl vulners.com feed 

How ? 

 With Dataiku Data Science Studio free edition, an amazing all-in-one tool. Mostly Excel on steroids. 

 You should try it https://www.dataiku.com/learn/portals/tutorials.html 

How many records have been analyzed ? On which period ? 

Packetstorm  

6775 records 

From 01/1994 to 03/2019 

Toolswatch 

1620 records 

From 12/2010 to 11/2018 

Kitploit 

2934 records 

From 12/2010 to 03/2019 

 

n0where 

1052 records 

From 06/2010 to 03/2019 
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Slight off-topic greetings for vulners.com 

vulners.com indexes a lot of 
cool sources and provides a free 
API to get structured data 

 Blogs 

 Vulnerability feeds 

 IOC feeds 

 Exploit feeds 

 Vendors 

 General news websites 

 ... 

Thanks to them ! 



First, the source dataset,  
also known as “the base of all biases” 
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Distribution of records per source since 1994 

Irrelevant dataset as solely Packetstorm was existing before 2010  
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Distribution of records per source since 2010 

Relevant dataset as all sources have quite the same order of magnitude for publications since 2010 



Then, some evolution figures 
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Evolution of the number of publications (per quarter) since 2010 

 More and more publications 
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Evolution of the number of publications per source since 2010 

 Less and less publications from toolswatch on their website 

 Packetstorm, the old school reference, used to maintain its rhythm of publications, but now tends to 
diminish it, while Kitploit the “decade newcomer” tends to become the new reference source 
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Distribution of tool hosting platforms (to date) 

These figures are based on the link given by the publication sources when they publish a tool 

 No surprise, Github is THE hosting platform 

 The only true surprise (at least for me) is the really low figure for Bitbucket 
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Evolution of Github, Sourceforge, Google Code and Bitbucket 
popularity for infosec tools between 2010 and 2019 

No real monopoly 

Q2 2013: Github starts 
to get everything 
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Evolution of the number of publications pointing to a Github 
repository per source between 2010 and 2019 

 Packetstorm is not following the trend, hence continuing to bring diversity for tool sources 



Ok whatever, so if everything seems to be hosted on Github,  
let’s focus on Github ! 
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Some statistics about for the 2000+ Github repositories analyzed 

Stars 
Average: 1024 

Median: 282 

Std Dev: 2834 

Forks 
Average: 182 

Median: 70 

Std Dev: 424 

Watchers 
Average: 1024 

Median: 282 

Std Dev: 2834 

(1 star induces 1 watch) 

Releases 
Average: 4 

Median: 0 

Std Dev: 15 

Size 
Average: 15 MB 

Median: 951 KB 

Std Dev: 59 MB 

Commits 
Average: 516 

Median: 72 

Std Dev: 1908 

Maintenance duration  
in days, last commit – first commit on master 

Average: 882 (2,4 years) 

Median: 603 (1,6 years) 

Std Dev: 943 (2,5 years) 

All 
Issues 
Average: 226 

Median: 15 

Std Dev: 2138 

Open 
issues 
Average: 24 

Median: 3 

Std Dev: 89 

All Pull 
Requests 

Average: 66 

Median: 4 

Std Dev: 370 

Open Pull 
Requests 

Average: 2 

Median: 0 

Std Dev: 9 
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Top 20 of the most starred infosec tools on Github 
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Top 20 of the most forked infosec tools on Github 
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Top 20 of infosec tools on Github with the biggest number of open 
issues 
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Top 20 of infosec tools on Github with the biggest number of open  
pull requests 
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Top 20 of infosec tools on Github with the longest maintenance 
period 
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Top 20 of the most frequent programming languages in infosec 
tools 



Ok whatever, so if infosec tools are mostly developed in Python,  
let’s focus on Python ! 
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Top 20 of infosec tools in Python having the biggest number of 
dependencies 
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Top 20 of the most used Python 3rd-party modules in infosec tools 
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Distribution of Python crypto module choice for infosec tools 

PyCrypto is not maintained anymore (since 2013) and 
vulnerable to several bad stuff, stop using it ! 

https://theartofmachinery.com/2017/02/02/dont_use_pycrypto.html 

https://blog.sqreen.com/stop-using-pycrypto-use-pycryptodome/ 
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So you do want to access the data ?  

Code, details, and output datasets of the study  

are available on Github 

 

https://github.com/maaaaz/adecadeofinfosectools 
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Golden rules for modern tools (from my personal experience) 

Use a standard argument 
parsing library and accept 

arguments 

Package it and make it easily 
installable 

Provide prebuilt binaries or 
containers 

(it helps attackers AND 
defenders) 

Build it with modularity to ease 
public contributions 

Support NTLM authentication 

Support Kerberos 
authentication 

Use asynchronous execution 

(IO bounded  multithreading 
CPU bounded  multiprocessing) 

Support HTTP proxy traversal 

Support SOCKS proxification Encrypt traffic 

Make it usable worldwide 
UTF-8 ! UTF8 ! UTF-8 ! Allow single and bulk input 

Provide easy-to-parse output 
CSV / JSON Provide multiple verbosity levels 

Use non vulnerable 
dependencies 
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[INSERT A CONCLUSION HERE] 

Good tools work, 

 Better tools scale, 

  Great tools last 



Questions ? 

Thomas DEBIZE 
 

> tdebize@mail.com 
> https://github.com/maaaaz 


